SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5
Key for Suggested Activities

🎓
🎨
🦀

Alumni
Current Student
Community Member

🅿
🚼
💲

Parent/Guardian
Kids
Additional Payment Required

Daylong Drop-In Activities
8:30 a.m. –
11:00 a.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
4:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
4:00 p.m.

Morning Coffee and Pastry Breakfast
Check in and get a head start on our busiest day of the weekend. Light
breakfast options will be served.

Alumni Art Sale
Explore the range of incredible artwork, craft pieces, artisan-made products our
alumni create in our one-day public sale on campus.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Fashion Revolution: FABSCRAP Pop-Up Shop
The New York-based non-profit is part of a movement to end commercial
textile "waste" and works to maximize the value of unused fabric. FABSCRAP
collects and resells fabric, leather and other materials that would otherwise go
to waste in the textile industry in New York. They will be in Baltimore for just
one day to engage and educate our community with their popular pop-up shop!

10:00 a.m. –
10:00 p.m.

Student Gallery Exhibitions
View student artwork on exhibition in MICA’s galleries; hours extended.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
5:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Norman Carlberg Exhibition
Norman Carlberg (1928 - 2018) was hired to become MICA's Director of the
Rinehart School of Sculpture in 1962 after studying under Director Josef Albers
at Yale University. Over the next 36 years, under Carlberg's tutelage, the
school dramatically shifted perspectives, moving from a provincial,
figurative-based academy into an internationally esteemed school focused on
contemporary art.

This exhibition of Carlberg's work - sculpture, photographs, and prints - has
been generously loaned by his family, to celebrate his legacy at MICA and to
share his genius with his friends, most of whom are his former students, as well
as MICA alumni and the Baltimore Community.
10:00 a.m. –
5:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Memorial Exhibition of the art of Raphael Sassi
Raphael Sassi (October 29, 1976 - April 5, 2019) was a MICA BFA graduate of
1999. A
 n exhibition of the art of Raphael Sassi will be on display at MICA from
September 30 to October 7, 2019.

Morning Session I
10:00 a.m. –
11:00 a.m.

A Parent’s Guide to Professional Development
This session is focused on helping parents of MICA students prepare for their
journey through and after MICA. Learn more about our MICA Professional
Development checklist, graduate school preparation, and resources to help
your student during the job search.

10:00 a.m. –
11:00 a.m.

21st Century MICA: Biofabrication Demonstration
See one of MICA’s most advanced spaces on campus, where students learn to
use imagine innovative applications of emerging biotechnologies.

🅿🎨

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
11:20 a.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
11:20 a.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
11:20 a.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
11:00 a.m.

🎓🅿🚼🦀

Truths and Untruths in the Digital Age: An Imaging Workshop
Esteemed scholars like Lev Manovich have deemed photographic imaging
software like Photoshop some of our century’s most creative works of art. This
workshop will provide an introduction to the most powerful image manipulation
tools available today. We will build serious, campy, hilarious, and artistic
images that may even be Instagram-worthy.
Chiaroscuro: A Tool to Tackle Drawing the Human Figure
For centuries, drawing the human figure from the model has been at the center
of teaching artists to see. Two reasons for this- it’s really hard and you can
immediately tell when one of the legs looks funny. We’ll do some drawings
where we practice seeing a dramatically spotlighted figure simplified as a
pattern of just dark and light passages. A professional model will pose for you.
Easels and all drawing materials will be provided.
Human-Centered Design: A Hands-on Workshop
Faculty at MICA’s Center for Social Design will lead a workshop exploring
human-centered design, a creative process dedicated to better understanding
people’s needs and designing interventions that better serve people’s needs.
Campus Tour
Haven’t been on campus in a while? Explore MICA’s expanded footprint in
Bolton Hill, from The Gateway to the Mount Royal Station.

Morning Session II

11:30 a.m. –
12:30 p.m.

Make the World We Imagine: MICA’s Bicentennial Strategic Plan
Alumni, parents, and members of the Baltimore community are invited to hear
about the directions and strategies MICA will be pursuing for our creative
community from 2021–2026, culminating in the celebration of our bicentennial.

11:30 a.m. –
12:30 p.m.

What is Creative Citizenship?
Using a human-centered design approach we’ll explore how MICA can "thrive
with Baltimore" and the importance of artists, designers, and educators as
cultural innovators and agents of creative social change.

🎓🅿🎨🦀
🎓🅿🎨🦀
11:30 a.m. –
12:50 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
11:30 a.m. –
12:50 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Truths and Untruths in the Digital Age: An Imaging Workshop
Esteemed scholars like Lev Manovich have deemed photographic imaging
software like Photoshop some of our century’s most creative works of art. This
workshop will provide an introduction to the most powerful image manipulation
tools available today. We will build serious, campy, hilarious, and artistic
images that may even be Instagram-worthy.
An Introduction to the Art of Portrait Drawing
Portraiture is one of the oldest subjects in the history of western art and
arguably the most interesting. As an exercise in honing skills, nothing makes
an artist strive for accuracy like drawing a person. In this workshop, you’ll learn
traditional techniques for blocking in a portrait, capturing the pose and general
likeness of your subject.
A professional model will pose for you. Easels and all drawing materials will be
provided.

11:30 a.m. –
12:50 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
11:30 a.m. –
12:50 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
11:30 a.m. –
12:30 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Introduction to Product Design
Let's walk through how consumer products transition from the designer's mind
into the world, while having fun and experimenting with the Circuit Scribe
"Draw Electronics" kit. A hands-on workshop where you will play with
easy-to-assemble electronics projects and take home new knowledge.
Empathic Design
Ever wonder why it is that the product you are using feels like it was made for
you and you alone? Why it is that you can’t imagine your day-to-day life without
it? Come to the Dolphin Design Center and engage in some empathic learning
and designing exercises that will give you insights into how designers work,
make, and create objects that connect with people. You’ll be able to leave the
workshop with your own personal product that someone else designed for you!
Campus Tour - Lazarus Center Studios
Shuttles to Lazarus Center depart from Main Building. As MICA’s footprint has
extended into Station North, we’re extending a special tour of the Fred Lazarus
IV Center, which houses studios for many of our graduate and undergraduate
students.

Midday Drop-In
12:00 p.m. –
2:00 p.m.

Lunch

💲🎓 🅿 🚼 🎨
🦀

On-campus options include: Meyerhoff House cafeteria and Cafe Doris. Lunch
not included in ticket price.

12:00 p.m. –
2:00 p.m.

Decker Library Open House
Join the Decker Library for an open house with some fun activities for the
whole family, including zine and button making, and collection highlights.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
12:00 p.m. –
3:30 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
12:00 p.m. –
3:30 p.m.

MICA Store Open House
Stop in for games and activities as you check out the new MICA store – and all
the new MICA gear for sale!

Printmaking Open House

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
10:00 a.m. –
4:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Alumni Art Sale
Explore the range of incredible artwork, craft pieces, artisan-made products our
alumni create in our one-day public sale on campus.

Afternoon Session I
1:00 p.m. –
2:00 p.m.

🅿🎨
1:30 p.m. –
3:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Travel Expo
The Travel Expo has been associated with MICA’s events for a number of
years, the expo is an opportunity for parents to learn more about travel abroad
opportunities at MICA. Faculty are stationed at the tables to talk more about
the travel locations, course expectations, student outcomes and last but not
least the various sites students/faculty visit while participating in their specific
program.
Harry T. Pratt Society: A Conversation on Redefining the Canon
How do you define high art, and who has the power to define it? Join us for a
conversation with luminaries in American art who will discuss how the Western
Canon has influenced or hindered their work.
Learn about MICA's Harry T. Pratt Society, an initiative to catalyze broader
cultural ideas and actions that advance the creative paths and lives of the
MICA community from the perspective of the African diaspora.

1:30 p.m. –
3:30 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Design Thinking for Your Career
In this fun and interactive session, you will harness the power of Design
Thinking to progress toward a career goal by approaching it as a designer
would a product.
Whether you’re a current student, recent grad, or looking to transition in your
work life, learn to think like a designer and use the tools of the trade —

prototyping, reframing, and collaborating — to tackle any challenge. Come with
an open mind, lots of curiosity, and be ready to roll up your sleeves!
1:00 p.m. –
2:20 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
1:00 p.m. –
2:20 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
1:30 p.m. –
2:30 p.m

🎓🅿🚼🦀

Tour Fall Arcade Game Exhibition
Join us for a tour of our Game Exhibition titled Fall Arcade, and be prepared to
play. Meet in the 1st floor Dolphin Building Gallery.

Chiaroscuro: A Tool to Tackle Drawing the Human Figure
For centuries, drawing the human figure from the model has been at the center
of teaching artists to see. Two reasons for this- it’s really hard and you can
immediately tell when one of the legs looks funny. We’ll do some drawings
where we practice seeing a dramatically spotlighted figure simplified as a
pattern of just dark and light passages. A professional model will pose for you.
Easels and all drawing materials will be provided.
Campus Tour
Haven’t been on campus in a while? Explore MICA’s expanded footprint in
Bolton Hill, from The Gateway to the Mount Royal Station.

Afternoon Session II
2:30 p.m. –
3:50 p.m.

Undergraduate Department Open House
Learn more about the range of majors that MICA offers to its undergraduate
students! Faculty will be making short presentations from to describe their
unique areas of study as well as highlight a few alumni pathways. After the
presentations, our guests are invited to accompany faculty on personalized
tours of their departmental spaces on campus.

3:30 p.m. –
5:00 p.m.

Sensory Design

2:30 p.m. –
5:30 p.m.

Graduate Program Open Studios & Graduate Student Programming
Meet our current graduate students and see what they’re making in their
studios! This tour through the Lazarus Center will give you a chance to see
works in progress from the next generation of MICA alumni.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Experience the science and aesthetics of multisensory design in a hands-on
workshop with designer and curator Ellen Lupton. Analyze a rare fragrance
(created by legendary perfumer Christopher Brosius) and create a package
design inspired by its unique qualities and subjective associations. Explore the
design process by translating a non-visual experience using color, texture, line,
shape, and other elements. During the workshop, Lupton will share
multisensory “tastings” of intriguing sounds, smells, and textures.

Participate in workshops and programs lead by MICA graduate students,
including: Jessie Houff, paper making workshop; Frances Wertimer, Oral
History Listening Booth; Julia Hsia, interactive knot-making artwork.

Afternoon Session III
3:00 p.m. –

Opening Reception for Memorial Exhibit of Raphael Sassi

7:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🎨🦀
4:00 p.m. –
5:30 p.m.

🎓🅿🎨🦀
🎓🅿
🚼🎨🦀
4:00 p.m. –
5:20 p.m.

Raphael Sassi (October 29, 1976 - April 5, 2019) was a MICA BFA graduate of
1999. A
 n exhibition of the art of Raphael Sassi will be on display at MICA from
September 30 to October 7, 2019.
MICA Talks
Join us for a session of TED Talk-inspired lectures as a hand-picked panel of
successful alumni from a wide range of professional worlds share their journey
with the MICA community.
Introduction to Animation
“Use animation as a magical operation. Animation isn’t about making inanimate
objects move, it is about bringing them to life.”
–Jan Svankmajer
In this hands-on animation workshop, attendants will get the opportunity to
explore a number of animation techniques such as painting on glass, sand
animation, cut-out animation, and clay animation. Participants will develop a
sense of motion and timing through direct manipulation under the camera while
collaborating with each other towards the creation of short animated film
snippets. Experimentation is highly encouraged.

Evening
5:30 p.m. –
8:00 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
8:00 p.m. –
9:30 p.m.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀

Film Screening: STEP
Wrap up your evening with a screening of STEP, a Baltimore-based
documentary takes you through the lives of a high school’s step team, as the
girls try to be the first in their families to attend college. The girls strive to make
their dancing a success against the backdrop of social unrest.

10:00 a.m. –
10:00 p.m.

Student Gallery Exhibitions
View student artwork on exhibition in MICA’s galleries; hours extended.

🎓🅿🚼🎨🦀
1

1

MICA Weekend BBQ
Meet up with friends, family, and faculty at our celebratory dinner reception!
Dinner provided, including vegetarian options; cash bar. Included with paid
registration.

